
PARISH COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
DECEMBER 13, 2022

ATTENDANCE:
Fr. Remi, Fr. Anthony, Mary Larson, Linda Casey, Cameron Edman, Chris Keifer, ,Jon Wheeler,
Ken Dodge, Kevin Jenne’, Colleen Kolobow, Tina Johnson

Meeting called to order at 3:34 PM, with opening prayer led by Fr. Remi.

FINANCIAL REPORT

Collections in the first 5 months of this fiscal year were $175k, down from $251k last year.
Total revenue was $196k, down from $295k last year.
Total expenses were $347k, up from $271k last year.
**(Significant expenses we had this year compared to last year include those related to the
Parish Center flooding, the sacred music director who we had onboard at the beginning of this
fiscal year and did not have at the beginning of last year, and furnishing costs at the rectory and
duplex.)  There were also some unexpected expenses for Fr. Remi’s vehicle repairs.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Following the updated general budget information, a brief discussion as to the role of the
finance council and how best to assist Fr. Remi with the budget moving forward.
The Council requested that they would at least like to know the overall numbers as a
comparative ratio.  Also discussion as to the burn rate of the expenditures.  Finance council will
be discussing specific details about the expenditures. Lengthy discussion about fixed items vs
additional budget requested items.

Fr Remi does not want to damage the spirit of the parish and wants to make sure that all of the
finances and questions within the church are open and transparent.  Father expressed that the
parish council wants financial information to make sure that things are being handled correctly.
We do have two priests, thus more expenses, inflation.  All of these things are straining the
financial situation at the parish.

The idea of a generic quarterly budget to be shared with the parishioners was discussed as a
way of keeping the budget transparent without being overly detailed.

Also mentioned that a kind of financial statement be distributed to the parish, but father Remi
does not want it to be overly detailed so it is not confusing and difficult to understand.
Lengthy discussion about some kind of financial statement.  Possibly every quarter.



The St. Thomas' financial situation led to an overall discussion about growth, life at the parish,
and some kind of mission as to how to move forward  as a parish.  Pillars (foundational
objectives) were presented, as a way of unifying central themes for our parish to rally around.

Apparently we do have pillars at St. Thomas that may begin to get our parishioners to focus on.
And what ministries would support those pillars?  Lengthy discussion as to how to get back to
the mission. “What is the way forward?”  What is the mission?”
Fr Remi is still trying to learn what the mission of the parish is so he can adapt.  Fr. says that we
should stop blaming the bishop, he doesn't need to explain to them. (Lengthy Discussion)

Ways of building community

Walking with purpose-taken over coffee/donuts.
Idea of different ministries taking over a week of serving donuts after Mass, for exposure and
more open within the ministries to get everyone involved.  Try to find ideas to build community
within the ministries.

Father explained how he is trying to learn how to fit into the parish…..”watch” his “action” he is
trying to get them to “come in joy, and love, and be holy and happy before god. “
Thoughts about Father possibly writing a letter to the community.  Fr. Remi agreed that he would
write a letter when he gets more settled in his role.

Also music is the big issue and people are leaving the parish because of the music. Traditional
sacred music vs contemporary sacred music.  Lengthy discussion about how to proceed
forward with the music.  Father is trying to keep it going until he knows what to do and how to
move forward with the music.  Father is actively trying to find the choir director to lead the choir
into a music program.  The one music director they had interviewed took a job elsewhere.

Fr. Anthony recognizes 2 current problems.
And 2 ideas on how to resolve them.  The two problems being Fr. John leaving, and Sacred
Music.
Fr. Anthony offered two ideas to help move forward as a parish community.  The parish council
could make a unified statement from the pulpit, and Fr. Remi could supplement that statement
with a letter from him to be printed in the bulletin.

A decision to have the council address the parish from the pulpit. Speaking in unity as a parish
council in moving forward, following that unified message, father has agreed to write a letter to
be put in the bulletin helping to express his wishes in moving forward.  And what community life
looks like in the parish.  And what should be our goal and mission so we are not divided. We
have more in common than we have differences.

Father is following the same program of reconciliation and adoration as we have been doing.



Perpetual adoration was offered as an idea to bring the parish together.  However Fr. Anthony
recognized that we are not even able to fill the adoration that we already offer at St Thomas.

Mary discussed a recent idea of welcoming parishioners by phone and meeting them in the
connector after mass.  Welcome by several members and we are going to have a new social
group and share phone numbers to contact new parishioners by phone and welcome them to a
social.

Parish Ministries

Father briefly mentioned that he is intending on meeting with the various ministries, and
determining how best they should work with the parish.  Maybe create a program as to how and
what the different programs/ministries do in the parish.  It will take Fr. Remi some time in
meeting with all of the ministries, but feels that he can provide them the best service to the
community.
Father does want the ministries to be spiritual.

The joy of the liturgy. Will be Christmas.

Meeting adjourned at 4:59pm with a closing prayer led by Fr.  Anthony.




